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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to establish an asymptotic fomula for the
Ray-Singer analytic torsion associated with increasing powers of a given
positive line bundle.

Let M be a compact complex manifold, equipped with a smooth Hermitian metric.
Let ξ be a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle, and let μ be a positive Hermitian
line bundle. For p e TV, let Ep be a holomorphic Hermitian flat vector bundle on M.
By the Kodaira vanishing theorem, for/? large enough, the sheaf ΘM(μ®p ® ξ ®Ep)
has cohomology only in degree zero. We first equip μ with a metric whose curvature
is positive. Let τp be the Ray-Singer analytic torsion [RS] of the Dolbeault complex
on μ®p ®ξ ®Ep. In this paper, we establish an asymptotic formula for Log(τp) as
/?-• + oo. To prove this formula, we essentially use results of Bismut [B1 ], where the
asymptotic Morse inequalities of Demailly [Dl] were established by using a heat
equation method. We also establish an asymptotic bound for Log (τp) when the
metric on μ is arbitrary.

This work was partly motivated by a lecture given in February 1988 by
Y. Miyaoka on his current research on analytic torsion. Our asymptotic results may
have useful applications in the theory of determinant bundles of direct images and
their Quillen metrics, along the lines of Quillen [Q] and Bismut-Gillet-Soule
[BGS2]. In view of a result of Bost [Bo], which relates Quillen metrics to metrics
introduced in Faltings [F], our asymptotic formula refines an asymptotic result of
Faltings [F, Theorem 2]. It has been recently used by Gillet and Soule in [GS] to
establish ampleness results for arithmetic manifolds, and also by Vojta [V].

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sects. a)-e), we assume that the metric on
the positive line bundle μ has positive curvature. In a) we give our main assumptions
and notations. In b) we establish a key estimate for the lowest eigenvalue of the
Hodge Laplacian associated with the Hermitian vector bundle μ®p®ζ®Ep. In c),

* This paper was written while the first author was visiting the Institut des Hautes Etudes
Scientifiques (Bures-sur-Yvette) during the academic year 1987-1988
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we recall the results of [Bl] concerning the asymptotics of certain heat kernels as
/?-» + oo, and we derive asymptotic formulas on linear combinations of traces of
such heat kernels. In d), we establish our asymptotic formula for Log (τp). In e), we
give an application of this formula to asymptotic anomaly formulas on the L2

metric of the determinant line det//°(M,μ® p ®ξ®E p ). In f), we obtain an
asymptotic bound for Log (τp) when the metric on μ is arbitrary.

The results contained in this paper were announced in [BV].

a) Assumptions and Notations

Let M be a compact connected complex manifold of complex dimension /. Let TM
be the complex tangent space to M.

Let (μ, || ||^) be a holomorphic Hermitian positive line bundle on M. If Vμ is the
holomorphic Hermitian connection on (μ, || \\μ) and if r is the curvature of Vμ,
positivity here means that if Xe TM, Z + 0 , then r(X, X) > 0.

Let ξ be a holomorphic vector bundle on M. We assume that ξ is equipped with a
Hermitian metric || ||^. Let Vξ the corresponding holomorphic Hermitian con-
nection on ξ and let Lξ be its curvature. Let E be a holomorphic Hermitian flat
vector bundle on M. Then if VE is the holomorphic Hermitian connection on E, the
curvature of VE vanishes.

We now take/? e N. For 0 <; q, q' ^ /, let Ωiq>qΊ(μ® p ® ξ ® E) be the set of smooth
sections of Λiq>qΊ(T*M)®μ®p<g)ξ<g)E on M. Let δp be the Dolbeault operator
acting on the Dolbeault complex Ω(0'-)(μ®p®ξ®E).

We equip μ®p with the metric || \fp. So μ®p®ξ®E is a holomorphic
Hermitian vector bundle on M. We note by <, >p the Hermitian product on
μ® p ® ξ ® E. Let || || TM be a smooth Hermitian metric on TM, and let <, >TM be the
corresponding Hermitian product. Let dx denote the corresponding volume form
on M. dx will be considered as a (/, /) form on M.

Let / be the complex structure of TRM. ω denotes the Kahler form on TRM,

X,Y^ω(X,Y) = (X,JY>TM . (1)

Let * be the star operator associated with || | | T M [GrH, p. 82]. We equip
Ω<° )(μ*p®ξ®E) with the Hermitian product

α,α'GΩ(0' ) (/ p (x)^®^)-><α,α')=ί <α,*α'>p . (2)
M

Let d* be the formal adjoint of dp with respect to the Hermitian product (2). Set

Dp = 5,+δ* , Πp = (Dp)
2 . (3)

Equivalently
πp=δpδ*+ε*δp. (4)

Let {Hq(M9 μ®p®ξ®E)}Q^q^ι be the cohomology groups of the complex
(Ωi0' )(μ®p ® ξ ®E), dp). By a form of Kodaira's vanishing theorem [GrH, p. 159],
we know that there exists p0 e N, such that for any/>^/?0,

Hq(M;μ®p®ξ®E) = 0 , q^ί . (5)
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Let D* be the restriction of D p to Ωi0'q)(μ®p®ξ®E). By Hodge theory, we
deduce from (5) that for p^p0, # ^ 1 , Dp is an invertible operator.

b) The Lowest Eigenvalue of Π%

We now prove a refined version of Kodaira's vanishing theorem.

Theorem 1. For peN, O^q^l, let λq

p be the lowest eigenvalue of the operator Πq

acting on Ωi0'q)(μ®p®ξ®E). There exist constants c>0, c'>0 not depending on E,
which are such that for peN, q^\,

λ%>cp-c' . (6)

Proof. We proceed as in the proof in [GrH, p. 160] of the asymptotic vanishing
theorem of Kodaira. Let KM = det(T*M) be the canonical bundle on M, and let
Kfo = det (TM) be its dual. We equip KM, Kfa with the metrics induced by the metric
of TM, and with the corresponding holomorphic Hermitian connections.

Since KM, Kfa are holomorphic Hermitian line bundles which are such that
KM®K^ is canonically trivial, by comparing the corresponding d operators,
one easily verifies that for any peN, O^q^l, the Laplacian D* acting on
Ω{0'q)(μ®p(g)ξ ®E) has the same spectrum as the Laplacian Π'q acting on

Set ξ = ξ®K^, ξ' = ξ®E. Let l3 be the curvature of the holomorphic
Hermitian connection on ξ.

Let wx,..., wι be an orthonormal base of TM, and let w1,..., wι be the dual base
of Γ*M. w1,...,wι and vP1,..., wι denote the corresponding conjugate bases. Set

Λ= - j / ^ ϊ Σ tywj > Np = LΪ®IE+prIξ, . (7)
1

Np will be considered as a section of Λ{1Λ\T*M) ®Έnά(ξ'). By the generalized
Bochner-Kodaira-Nakano formula of Demailly [D2, Theorem 0.3], we know that
there exists an elliptic second order nonnegative operator Dp and an operator T of
order 0 acting on Λ^'-^T^M) and not depending on p or E such that

D ; = D ; + / [ # p , / i ] + r ® i f . (8)

Take xeM. We may and we will assume that for iΦj, rx(wt, Wj) = 0. Then one
easily verifies that at x

i[r,Λ]=Σr(wj,Wj)[wiΛiWJ + w>Λi^-l] . (9)
1

There exists c>0 such that for any xeM, and any XeTM, \\X\\TM = 1, then
c. Also if aeΩ{ι>q)(μ®p®ξf), we deduce from (9) that

. (10)

Clearly, there exists C>0 such that

| | | (li)
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Finally Dp is a nonnegative non-operator. From (8)-(ll), we deduce that if
aeΩ{Uq){μ®p®ξ'\ then

α> . (12)

So if λp

q is the lowest eigenvalue of Π'p
q, we find from (12) that

λ'q^cpq-C . (13)

Since λq

p = λ'p
q, (6) follows from (13). D

c) The Asymptotic of the Heat Kernels as p-> + oo

We assume that the flat bundle E itself depends on/?, and will now be denoted Ep.
We will otherwise keep the notations of Sects, a) and b).

For peN, O^qSh t>Q, let Tr[exp(-ίDjj)] b e t h e t r a c e o ΐ t l i e operator
exp ( - tΠq). For any/? eN90^q^l,keN,2is ί |0, we have the asymptotic expansion

ih . (14)

Of course, since Ep is flat, aq

 } does not depend on Ep.
Let wt,..., wι be an orthonormal base of TM, let w1,..., wι be the dual base of

Γ*M. r acts as a derivation rd of A{Oi-\T^M) by the formula

rd="Yur{wi,wj)wjΛi-τ . (15)

Also we identify the two form r with the self-adjoint matrix f 6 End TM such that if
X, YE TM, then

r{X,Ϋ) = (XJ?y . (16)

For 0 ̂ q ^ /, let rj be the restriction of rd to Ω{0>q)(μ®p ® ξ ® £ p ) . As ί|0, we have
the asymptotic expansion

Theorem 2. For any t>0, O^q^l,

^ f ^ / ' ^ rfx , (18)
d e t ( / e ί r)p) p M

and the convergence in (18) w uniform as t varies in compact subsets ofR%. Moreover
for any j ^ —I, O^q^l, as/?-> + oo

a*pJ = rk(ξ)aj + θ(^-) . (19)

V|/V
/n (14), o(ίk) f5 uniform with respect topsN. Finally there exist C > 0 , c>0, c '>0
such that for any peN, l^q^l, / ^ l ,
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Proof. lΐEp does not depend on/?, (18) is a consequence of [Bl, Theorem 1.5]. We
now briefly show how to modify the arguments in the proof of [B1, Theorem 1.5] to
obtain (18) in full generality.

The first difficulty is to prove the analogue of [Bl, Eqs. (1.34)—(1.36)] so that
the asymptotic representation in [Bl, Eq. (1.37)] can be used. Since Ep is flat, if
P*tt(x,x') is the smooth kernel for exp(-ίDjJ), by [Bl, Eq. (1.34)], Ep only
contributes to Tr [P*tt(x, x)] by a unitary parallel transport operator from Ep x into
Ep x along loops starting and ending at x. The absolute value of the trace of this
operator is dominated by rk(Ep). When dividing Tr [P$tt(x,x)] by rk(Ep), we are
essentially back to the situation considered in [B1, Theorem 1.5], i. e. the problem of

calculating the asymptotics of Tr [P* ,(x, x)] can be localized in an
rk\Ep)

arbitrarily small neighborhood of x. The proof of (18) then proceeds as in [Bl,
Theorem 1.5].

Let V™ be the holomorphic Hermitian connection on (TM, || | | Γ M ) . All the
vector bundles which we now consider are equipped with holomorphic Hermitian
connections.

Since the afp do not depend on Ep9 we may and we will assume that Ep is the
trivial Hermitian line bundle on M. To make our formulas simpler, we will also
assume that the Hermitian metric || || TM on TM is Kahler.

Let Δp be the horizontal (or Bochner) Laplacian acting on Ω ( o ' }(μ®p ® ξ). Take
w^,..., wι as in (15). By Lichnerowicz's formula [B1, Proposition 1.2], we know that

~ A P \ Ίτ[R™]Δ(wi9wj)-1-

'Prd~(wi9wt) . (21)

Take xeM. Using geodesic coordinates, we may and we will identify an open
neighborhood Uoϊx in M with the open ball B(0, ε) of center 0 and radius ε > 0 in Cι

(with x identified to 0 e Cι). We also trivialize the vector bundles Λ{0> ̂ (T+M), ξ and
μ by parallel transport along the radial lines in U~B(0, ε). Let 7 = ( 7 1 , . . . , 7 2 ί ) b e
real coordinates in Cι~R21.

Let (el9...9e2ι) be the real orthonormal frame in TRM obtained by parallel
transport along radial lines from a given orthonormal frame in (TRM)X. Then if Vp is
the holomorphic Hermitian connection on yl ( 0 " ) (J 7 *M)®μ® p ®ξ, we have the
identity

*P = Σ(rP.ef-ΣK.r'"ei- (22)
1 1

Let Γ, A be the connection forms of the holomorphic Hermitian connections on

Λ(0")(T*M)®ξ and μ with respect to the considered trivializations. Then if —- is
det

the differentiation operator in the direction eu we have

(23)
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Remenber that A(Y) vanishes at 7 = 0 . Also since μ is trivialized by parallel
transport along straight lines starting at 0, for YeB(0, ε), AY(Y) = 0. We then find
easily that for any YeB(0, ε), as p-* + oo,

We now express the operator Πp in the coordinates Y using the previously

described trivializations of Λ{0Λ)(T*M\ μ and ξ. Let ΠpΛ be the operator obtained

by making the change of variables Y^λ/^pY in Πp.
Using (22)-(24), we find easily that as /?-> + oo,

^ - ? T ( W " * ' > (25)

in the sense that the smooth coefficients of the second order operator ~ΠpΛ,

converge uniformly on compact sets in Cι~R21 to the corresponding coefficients of

the operator S£x. More precisely, - D_ x — 5£x is of order —=, i. e., for any k e N, the

norms of the derivatives of order rg& of the coefficients of -DliP — ££x are

C ^
dominated on compact sets by —^.

Now by Seeley [S], Greiner [Gre], we know that the coefficients in the small t
expansion of the heat kernel on the diagonal associated with an elliptic operator
depend smoothly on the local symbol of the considered operator. We then deduce
(19) from the previous considerations. The fact that in (14), o(tk) is uniform with
respect to p also follows from the previous arguments.

With the notations of Theorem 1, for t^ 1, we have

By (18), as/?-» + oo, ζ Tr exp ( v- ) has a finite limit. Also by Theorem 1,

there exist c>0, c ' > 0 such that forpsN, q^l, tatl,

^ ( ( ^ - £ ^ , (27)

(20) follows from (26), (27).
When the metric on TM is not Kahler, as explained in [Bl, proof of Theo-

rem 1.5], the formula for Πp in (21) is more complicated, but all the extra terms are

killed by the factor - . Details are left to the reader. D
P
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Remark 3. Of course (18) can also be derived from (25). An analogue of (25) has
been used by Getzler [Ge] to derive an extension of (18) for Heίsenberg
manifolds.

For any peN, keN, as ίjO we have the asymptotic expansion

? < l ) ?T,[exp(rί £•{)]-£ (,,'+<,(,') (28)

In (28), the bpJ do not depend on Ep. Also as /JO,

(2πΓz J det(f)Ίr[(I-etTΊdx=^—*:+b0 + ... + bkt
k + o(tk) . (29)

M

Remember that ω is the Kahler form of the manifold M. ω is given by Eq. (1).

exp I ) denotes the exponential in Λ(TgM) of the two form I — - 1.

\2iπJ \2ιπJ

Theorem 4. For any t>0,

J (detOTrK/-^)" 1 ]^ , (30)

M

and the convergence is uniform as t varies in compact subsets of R%.

As p^ + oo,

The following identities hold

A-i = f τ^exp(^) , όo=^ f exp(^) . (32)
M

/«(28), /c?r α«.y keN,o{tk)is uniform with respect top. There exists C > 0, c> 0,
c >0, .ywc/z that for any peN, /§: ! ,

Proof Note the identity

Σ ( - l ) « ? T r [ ^ ] = ^ [det(/-& e-<%= 1 . (34)

From (34), we deduce that

£ (-l)VTr[e ί^] = (detr°)Tr[(/-e ίr)"1] (35)
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Then (30) follows from (18), (35). Equation (31) is a consequence of (19). Note the
equalities of (/, /) form

det I —- )dx =
In) /!

Equation (32) is then a straightforward calculation, which is left to the reader.
Equation (33) is a consequence of (20). D

Remark 5. Assume temporarily that ω is closed, i.e. (M, ω) is Kahler. By [BGS1,
Theorem 2.16], we know that for j ^ —2. bpfJ = 0. If RM is the curvature of the
holomorphic Hermitian connection on TM, by [BGS1, Theorem 2.16], we also

x
know that if Td is the Todd polynomial given by the formula Td(x) = —, then

Note that with the notations of [BGS1], D2 = 2ΠP, which accounts for the
discrepancy by a factor 2 in bpt_x with respect to [BGS1, Theorem 2.16].

x

Using the expansion Td(x) = l+-+..., one easily verifies that (36) is com-

patible with (31), (32). It is remarkable that asymptotically, (36) is still true, even if

(M, ω) is not Kahler.

d) The Asymptotics of the Analytic Torsion

By Theorem 1, there existsp0sN such that forp^p0, 1 ύqύL the operator Π^ is
invertible.

Definition 6. For p ^p0, Re (s) > /, set

(-l) β ?Tr[exp(-/D|)])Λ . (37)

By a well-known result of Seeley [Se], ζp(s) extends into a meromorphic function
of s, which is holomorphic at s = 0. By definition exp (— ζp(0)) is the analytic torsion
of Ray-Singer [RS] for the vector bundle μ®p®ξ®Ep.

Remark 7. If we were to follow the conventions of [BGS1,2], in (37), we should
replace Tr [exp(-ίDj*)] by Tr [exp( —2fD£)], which is equivalent to scaling the
metric on TM by a factor \.

We now prove the main result of this paper.
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Theorem 8. As p-+ + oo, then

;(0) = rk(Ep)rk(ξ)^- J

363

(38)

Proof. Set

Clearly

and so

Also with the notations in (28), we have

ΓP(0)=-6p,o

By Theorem 4, as /?-• + oo,

(40)

(41)

(42)

Also we have the obvious identity

(43)

By Theorem 4, we know that there exists C > 0 such that for any p e N, t e ]0,1 ],

(44)

0

7

Using (29), (33), (44) and dominated convergence, we find that as/?

πyι J det(r)Tr [(/-^)-i]ώc-*ll - ^ - ^ r j ^

7 \(2πyι f det(r)Tr [ ( Z - ^ ) " 1 ] ^ ^

. (45)

(46)

For seC, Re( j )>l , set

— 1 +0° ί
τ ^ τ ί ίs-M(2π)
^ \s) 0 t
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It is clear that the function ζ(s) extends into a meromorphic function of s, which
is holomorphic at £ = 0. One then easily verifies that

η = (rkζ)ζ>(0) , (47)

Also since f considered as an element of End {TM) has positive eigenvalues, we find
that for

)
M / ' \S) 0

+ fί ^T-FT^ ( 4 8 >

+ 00 j

Let ζR(s)= X — be the Riemann zeta function. Classically, for Re(s)> 1,

So from (48), (49), we find that

Γ (detr)Tr [ r ^ W ί ) . (50)

From (50), we deduce that

Γ(0)=-(2π)-« f det(»»)Tr[logί']ίfeζJι(0) + (2π)-1/ f det(r)Λcζi(O) . (51)
M M

Also we know that

ί*(0)= - i ; Ci(0)= -iLog(2π) . (52)

So from (51), (52), we get

( έ ) ( ( έ ) ) (53)

Equation (38) now follows from (40), (42) and from (45), (47), (53). D

Remark 9. In [F, Theorem 2], Faltings gives an asymptotic estimate for the ratio of
the Faltings metric to the L2 metric of the determinant of the cohomology of a line
bundle on a Riemann surface. In view of a result of Bost [Bo], which compares the
Faltings metric and the Quillen metric, Theorem 8 provides a sharper estimate than
[F, Theorem 2].

e) Asymptotic Anomaly Formulas for the L2 Metric

Let now || || TM and || || J M be two Hermitian metrics on TM. We otherwise keep the
metrics on μ, ξ, Ep fixed.

Set
λp = άet(H°(M;μ®p®ξ®Ep)) . (54)

As a subspace of the set of square-integrable sections of μ®p ® ξ ®Ep, the vector
space H°(M,μ®p®ξ®Ep) inherits two Hermitian metrics associated with the
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metrics || | | T M and || ||fM respectively, and with the given metrics on μ, ξ and Ep.
Let I \p and | |~ be the corresponding metrics on λp.

Theorem 10. As /?-> + oo, then

\ f Logfdet t M ) e x p f e ) + o(^)l . (55)
V II \ \ J \ Z m J J

Proof. Let ζp(0) and ζp(0) be the real numbers which appear in Theorem 8
respectively associated with the metrics || || TM and || || γM and the given metrics on
μ, ξ and Ep. By Theorem 8, we find that as /?-»+ oo,

ζp(O)-ζp(O)=-rk(Ep)rk(ξ)ί^ ^ L ° g ( d e t ' 4 ^ ) e ^ ^ ) + ° W ' ( 5 6 )

For/7 large enough, for q^ί, Hq(M;μ®p®ξ®Ep) = 0, and Ap coincides with
the determinant line of the cohomology of μ®p (g)ξ ®Ep.

Let || | | p and || || ~ be the Quillen metrics on λ^λ'1 constructed in [BGS2]

respectively associated with the metrics || || TM and || || fM and the given metrics on

μ, ξ, and Ep. Assume first that || || TM and || || fM are both Kahler metrics. Then by

[BGS2, Theorem 1.22], we find easily that as/?-* + oo,

Also by definition of the Quillen metric, we know that

(58)

Equation (55) then follows from (56)-(58).
If the metrics || | | T M or || ||fM are not Kahler, using [BGS2, Theorem 1.18]

(which is valid for any metric) and the methods of the proof of Theorem 2 (which
permit us to calculate explicitly the asymptotics as/?-> + oo of the terms appearing
in small time expansions of traces of heat kernels), we find easily that formula (57)
holds in full generality. Our theorem is proved. •

f) The Asymptotics of the Analytic Torsion of a Positive Line Bundle
with an Arbitrary Metric

We now assume that || || ~ is an arbitrary smooth metric on the positive line bundle
μ. If Vμ is the corresponding holomorphic Hermitian connection on μ, and if r is the
curvature of P μ , we do not assume any more that r is positive.

Take p0 as in Definition 6. Then for p^p0, we can define the function ζp(s)
associated with the metric || || TM on TM, with the metric || || ~ on μ, and with the flat
vector bundle Ep.
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The main difference with the situation considered in Sects. a)-e) is that

Theorem 1 does not hold any more for the new Laplacian. Still we prove the

following estimate.

Theorem 11. There exists C>0 such that for p7tp0,

l p 1 ^ . (59)

Proof. We use the notations of the previous sections, the notation ~ now refers to

the new metric || ||~ . There exist constants d,D, 0<d<D< + oo, such that

LΛ (60)

Now by proceeding as in Bismut [B2, Proposition 3.3] we find that ifa = d/D, for

(61)

The identity (18) is still valid with respect to the new metric || | |~.

Using Theorem 1 and (18), we find that instead of (20), we now have the bound

for peN9 lrg#?g/, t^ί,

(62)
rk{Ep)

Note that 0<α< 1. Then if p

+ oo (— c \dt
j e x p ί — — a p t \ — ~ — pLoga . (63)
i \ 2 / t

Equation (59) follows easily from the analogue of (18) and from (63). D
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